Online Learning
July 29, 2017 -- Learning English fifteen years ago was possible in a visit-a-school classroom as well
as by taking courses after travelling to an English-speaking country. The use of Internet has of course
changed that set regardless of its somewhat twitched settlement and often contradictory impact related to
identity, privacy and socializing. The concept of online learning has long been in the works, just as
Microsoft’s founder Bill Gates had foreseen the emergence and popularity of real-time sport commentaries
by various users and the customized business software behind it to carry out remote projects. Innovation
opened the door to welcome and involve more partners, clients and ideas than possible through events based
on meetings, conferences and seminars.
Youtube.com is among the topmost preferred end-user channels that offers free tutorials and a
sequence of videos focused on English grammar, terminology and speaking. The website has expanded to
include videos on text reading of classical stories from level one like “Beauty and the Beast” to more
advanced tales like “The Citadel.” Skilled tutor professionals broadcast lessons on a daily basis reaching out
to millions of adult learners. Songs and cartoon stories are available to learn the language from kindergarten
age as well. And, lyrics of pop, rock and jazz music are usually played out in separate music videos.
EngVid.com offers a creative and adapted program for English learners. Following each online
lesson there is a quiz to discuss knowledge from what has been displayed on the whiteboard previously. A
team of about twenty teachers prepare content to make for enjoyable experience while studying and
reviewing English idioms, phrases and sentences. Tips on academic writing are provided along with matters
of everyday expressions in speech. The teachers are smart, lively an enthusiastic and make sure the
examples and props they use explain the main discussion points in explicit ways. Formal and informal
language patterns are acquired without having to attend a school and spend time to travel and pick
professional attire. Importantly too, the website prepares users for tests and exams such as the TOEFL and
IELTS.
E2langugage.com prepares learners to take academic English exams namely PTE, OET, IELTS and
TOEFL. By registering into a free trial program, users can access resources like a tailored live class
schedule, blog articles and ask-a-question sessions. The learner’s progress is monitored with respect to four
key skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing. Some of the webinars for teaching English as a second
language are offered free of charge, once in two weeks for example. Indeed students who plan to enroll in
universities in the U.S. and Canada have found the website practical and allowing for self-managing their
study hours and break intervals. Similarly to EngVid.com the teachers are educated native speakers.
LivingLanguage.com invites subscribers to online courses that are designed to build fluency,
comprehension, and improve pronunciation. A consistent focus on business English and corporate-style
linguistic concept is maintained through a network of products i.e. its language lab - to practice games,
quizzes and flashcards. In fact this international website is a language learning doorway to more than twenty
different languages spoken around the world. Words and phrases are explained in English and in each
respective course language without direct application of translation practice. Culture content and feedback
methods are intended too. Comprehension is thus enhanced through maximum copying of real-life Englishspeaking community and surrounding different than country-specific websites that may also suggest text
translation.

